Company Profile

KOEGL Space is a small company with more than 25 years of experience in project management of complex development projects and Space industry.

We manage projects, supply manufacturing, assembly, integration and testing services and develop Space technologies and products.

We are also available to support customers with our expertise in the planning and implementation of development projects.

http://www.koeglspace.com/
Recent Projects

STIX – Spectrometer / Telescope for Imaging X-rays

SXI – Soft X-ray Imager

Credits: ESA, FHNW

Credits: ESA, University of Leicester
Activity in the SKA project

KOEGGL Space

• organizes the implementation and start-up of the SKA project activities at FHNW

• supports FHNW as SRC Manager (SKA Regional Center) ad interim for the coordination of the Swiss SKA Regional Center activities
Contact

Address
KOEGL Space GmbH
Stefan Kögl
Gruebacherstrasse 13
CH – 8157 Dielsdorf

Phone
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info@koeglspace.com